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EHP: Review and Rededication
Environmental Health Perspectives, in its revised form, was first published one year ago, on Earth Day. In
that original issue, we set out the mission ofthejournal and the goals we had for fulfilling that mission. The
cover ofthe first journal featured a view ofearth from space, a perspective that we hoped would emphasize
the interconnectedness and finite capabilities ofourplanet. With this first-anniversary issue ofEHP, we feature
this same cover to remind us of our goals in communicating the ever-increasing knowledge about life on
our planet.
As the journal ofthe National Institute ofEnvironmental Health Sciences, the goals ofEHP are tied to
those ofthe institute, whose mission is to understand the relationships between xenobiotics in the environ-
ment and human disease and suffering and develop strategies to prevent these outcomes. We seek to be a
source ofinformation for the scientific community and others concerned with the science, policies, and reg-
ulation ofenvironmental issues in the beliefthat scientific understanding holds the promise ofovercoming
environmental problems. For this reason, the interests ofthe journal include not only human health effects
but also the impact ofenvironmental agents on all ecosystems and organisms ofthe planet. During our first
year, we not only have explored topics such as mutagenicity of environmental chemicals, mechanisms of
carcinogenesis, and occupational exposure to hazardous agents, but we have reported on the effects of
endocrine-disrupting chemicals in wildlife, progress in the environmental justice movement, and critical
issues in risk assessment.
Our goal is to offer a forum for discussion and debate of
important and controversial issues surrounding the environment. Y
In the coming year, we hope to emphasize the forum aspect of
EHP to give even greater voice to the many passionate debates
taking place today. These voices come from all parts of the
globe, and, indeed, the health of our planet depends on integrated
discussion, participation, and cooperation among all countries.
In our first year, we have featured scientific articles from the
Czech Republic, Ghana, and Nigeria. Recent news articles high-- If
lighted environmental problems in China and Russia. We hope
to continue our tradition oflooking beyond domestic problems
to survey environmental health around the world.
Finally, we would like to take this opportunity to thank our
numerous reviewers for their careful work and to recognize the .4y
contributions of our editorial boards, who have been essential in
providing sound advice on the content and quality of the journal.
We also extend our sincere thanks to you, our readers, for your many contributions. We welcome your
suggestions and comments as we strive, each month, to improve the journal. Finally, we thank our dedicated
staff, without whom the journal could not exist.
With Earth Day begins another year ofEnvironmentalHealth Perspectives. We rededicate this journal to
the communication ofscience and information leading to understanding and rational decision making, the
preservation ofthe environment, and improvements in the quality oflife for all inhabitants ofthe earth.
Gary E. R. Hookand GeorgeW. Lucier
Co-editors-in-Chief
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